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Other Supplementary Material for this manuscript includes the following:
(available at advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/4/11/eaau3488/DC1)
Movie S1 (.mp4 format). This video illustrates (experimentally and numerically) the
coalescence-induced self-propulsion of two droplets of water (R0 ≈ 600 m) on a
superomniphobic surface without a ridge.

Movie S2 (.mp4 format). This video illustrates (experimentally and numerically) the
coalescence-induced self-propulsion of two droplets of water (R0 ≈ 600 m) on a
superomniphobic surface with a ridge (ridge height hr ≈ 500 m).
Movie S3 (.mp4 format). This video illustrates the evolution of the velocity vectors within two
droplets of water (R0 ≈ 600 m) during their coalescence on a superomniphobic surface with and
without a ridge.
Movie S4 (.mp4 format). This video illustrates (experimentally and numerically) the
coalescence-induced self-propulsion of two droplets (R0 ≈ 480 m) of a low–surface tension
liquid (n-tetradecane with γlv ≈ 26.6 mN m–1) on a superomniphobic surface with a ridge.
Movie S5 (.mp4 format). This video illustrates (experimentally and numerically) the
coalescence-induced self-propulsion of two droplets (R0 ≈ 480 m) of a high-viscosity liquid
(water + 90% glycerol with  ≈ 220 mPa•s) on a superomniphobic surface with a ridge.
Movie S6 (.mp4 format). This video illustrates the coalescence of two low–surface tension
droplets (n-tetradecane with γlv ≈ 26.6 mN m–1 and R0 ≈ 480 m) and two high-viscosity droplets
(water + 90% glycerol with  ≈ 220 mPa•s and R0 ≈ 480 m) on a superomniphobic surface
without a ridge.
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Fig. S1. Morphology
M
of the superomn
niphobic ridgee. (a, b and c) S
SEM images shhowing the froont view (crosssection), to
op view and sid
de view, respecctively, of the superomniphob
s
bic ridge. Insett in (a) shows tthe texture of thhe
superomnip
phobic surfacee.

Section S2.
S Numericcal Domain

Fig. S2. Co
omputational domain. Halff of a coalescing droplet (radiuus R0) resting oon a superomnniphobic surfacce (at z
= 0) in a co
omputational domain
d
of volu
ume 6R0×6R0×1
10R0. Finer meesh (inset) was used close to tthe ridge, the loower
boundary of
o the computaational domain (i.e., z → 0) an
nd also close too the symmetriic planes (i.e., x → 0 and y → 0) to
mitigate th
he influence of high gradientss.

Section S3. Components of Velocity
The volume of fluid (VOF) model is employed here to simulate the two immiscible fluids (i.e.,
air a and the test liquid l) by solving a single set of momentum equations and tracking the
volume fraction of each of the phases throughout the domain.(39) This model assumes that each
cell within the computational domain contains either one phase (i.e., air a or test liquid l) or two
phases (i.e., both air a or test liquid l) separated by an interface. In each cell, the volume fraction

 of each phase is tracked. For example, if the cell contains only the test liquid, l = 1 and a = 0;
and when the cell contains both the phases, 0 < l < 1 and 0 < a < 1. For each cell, equivalent
properties (e.g., density ) of the phase mixture are calculated by a rule of mixtures as
cell, eq   cell, a a   cell,l  l , where  cell ,l   cell , a  1 . The mass of each cell is

mcell  cell ,eqcell , where cell is the volume of the cell. The equivalent properties are then used
to solve a single set of momentum equations at each cell throughout the computational domain
and determine the velocity components for each cell (i.e., Vcell,x, Vcell,y and Vcell,z). At each time
step, once the volume fractions cell,a(t) and cell,l(t) and the velocity components Vcell,x(t), Vcell,y(t)
and Vcell,z(t) are determined for each cell, the magnitude of velocity for each cell is determined as
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During coalescence, the droplet deforms symmetrically relative to the xz and yz planes (see fig.
S2). Consequently, at each time step, the net velocity of the droplet in x direction Vnet,x(t) = 0 and
the net velocity of the droplet in the y direction Vnet,y(t) = 0 (i.e., the center of mass of the droplet
does not move in the x direction or the y direction). However, due to symmetry breaking caused

by the superomniphobic surface without or with a ridge, the net velocity of the droplet in z
direction (i.e., net upward velocity of the droplet) Vnet,z (t)  Vup (t)  0 . Recognizing that
different cells in the computational domain have different mass, this net upward velocity can be
estimated through the mass-weighted average of the z component of the velocity in each cell as

Vup (t ) 

 mcell , z (t ) Vcell , z (t )  mcell , z (t ) Vcell , z (t )
mc

(S2)

Here, mcell,+z(t) and Vcell,+z(t) are the mass and the magnitude of the z component of the velocity
in cells with positive (i.e., upward) Vcell,z(t). Similarly, mcell,-z(t) and Vcell,-z(t) are the mass and the
magnitude of the z component of the velocity in cells with negative (i.e., downward) Vcell,z(t).
Note that mc   4 Rc3 3 is the mass of the coalesced droplet.

Section S4. In-plane, Out-of-plane and Total Kinetic Energy
During coalescence, the excess surface energy Esurf,ex(t) of the droplet is released (see Fig. 2a and
3a) and partly converted into the total kinetic energy Ekin,total(t) of the droplet. The total kinetic
energy of the droplet can be estimated as the sum of the total kinetic energy of the cells within
the entire computational domain as

Ekin,total (t ) 
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Note that Vcell,total(t) is defined by equation S1 and the total kinetic energy Ekin,total(t) of the
droplet is the sum of the in-plane kinetic energy (in x and y directions) and out-of-plane kinetic
energy (in the z direction). During the coalescence, the in-plane kinetic energy manifests as
symmetric deformation of the droplet (relative to the xz and yz planes), in the plane of
coalescence (i.e., xy plane, see Fig. 2b through 2f, Fig.3b through 3f and Section S5). During
stage I of coalescence (see Fig. 2a and 3a), the out-of-plane kinetic energy manifests as
symmetric deformation of the droplet perpendicular to the plane of coalescence. During stages II
and III of coalescence (see Fig. 2a and 3a), the out-of-plane kinetic energy manifests as both the
deformation of the droplet perpendicular to the plane of coalescence and net motion of the center
of mass of the droplet in the upward (i.e., +z) direction (see Fig. 2c through 2f and Fig. 3c
through 3f as well as Section S5). The upward kinetic energy (i.e., kinetic energy by virtue of the
net upward velocity) is a fraction of the total kinetic energy of the droplet that is given as

Ekin,up (t ) 
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Vup(t) is defined
d
by equation S2. In our analy
ysis, we non--dimensionaalized the tottal kinetic ennergy
*

*

as Ekin,tootal (t )  Ekinn,total (t) Esuurf ,ex (0) , and
d the upwardd kinetic eneergy as
*
Ekin,up
(t * )  Ekin,up (tt) Esurf ,ex (00) . Comparison of the kiinetic energiies of a coaleescing waterr

droplet (R
R0 = 600 m
m) on a superromniphobicc surface witth a ridge (riidge height hr ≈ 500 m)) and
without a ridge (see fig.
f S3a and S3b) indicattes that the rratio of the uupward kinettic energy too the
*
*
*
*
total kineetic energy when
w
the dro
oplet departs from the suurface Ekin,upp (td ) Ekin,tootal (td ) ≈ 76%
%

and 19% for with and
d without a ridge,
r
respecctively. This implies a m
more effective redirectionn of
velocity vectors
v
durin
ng coalescen
nce on a superomniphobbic surface w
with a ridge ccompared to that
on a supeeromniphobiic surface wiithout a ridg
ge.

Fig. S3. Co
omponents off the total kineetic energy. Ev
volution of the non-dimensionnal total kinetic energy E*kin,ttotal
and the upw
ward kinetic en
nergy of the drroplets E*kin,up coalescing
c
on a superomniphhobic surface a)) without and b
b)
with a ridg
ge.

Section S5.
S Evolutio
on of the Drroplet Dynamics (yz vieew) during D
Droplet Coaalescence
Evolution
n of droplet dynamics (p
pressure field
d and velocitty vectors) dduring coalescence on a
superomn
niphobic surrface withou
ut and with a ridge is shoown in Figs. 2 and 3 (xz vview) and fig. S4
(yz view)).

Fig. S4. Veelocity vectorss and pressuree distribution (yz view). (a-ee) A series of ssnapshots show
wing the pressuure
distribution
n and velocity vectors within
n the droplet on
n a superomnipphobic surface w
without a ridgee; (f-j) A seriess of
snapshots showing
s
the prressure distribu
ution and veloccity vectors witthin the dropleet on a superom
mniphobic surfaace
with a ridg
ge (ridge heightt hr ≈ 500 m). The colors represent the maagnitude of preessure and veloocity. Also see
Movie S3.

Section S6.
S Applicab
bility to Sm
maller Dropllets (R0 < 100 m)
We demo
onstrated thaat our strateg
gy to enhancce the energyy conversionn efficiency iin coalescenceinduced jumping
j
of droplets
d
by using
u
a ridgee (with heighht comparablle to the dropplet radius) is
applicablle to dropletss with radiuss R0 on the order
o
of tens of m to huundreds of m (see Fig. 4 in
the manu
uscript). In so
ome applicaations (e.g., condensation
c
n), there can be a wide ddroplet size
distributiion, includin
ng smaller drroplets with radius
r
R0 < 10 m. In orrder to demoonstrate that our
strategy can
c indeed be
b applied to
o smaller dro
oplets with raadius R0 < 100 m, we coonducted
numericaal simulation
ns on coalesccence of watter droplets w
with R0 = 5 
m on superromniphobicc
surfaces (water contaact angle  = 165°) witho
out a ridge aand with a riddge (non-dim
mensional riidge
height h* = 0.95, i.e.,, ridge heigh
ht hr ~ 4.75 m).

Our ressults (see fig. S5) indicatte that on thee
superomn
niphobic surrface withou
ut a ridge the energy convversion efficciency  ≈ 1.8% (coalescced
droplet can barely jum
mp away), while
w
on the superomnipphobic surfacce with a ridge, the energgy
on efficiency
y  ≈ 22.3%
% (i.e., about 1200% increease in energgy conversioon efficiencyy).
conversio

Fig. S5. Co
oalescence-ind
duced jumping of smaller droplets.
d
Evoluution of the nonn-dimensional upward kineticc
energy (E*kin,up) during th
he coalescence of water dropllets (R0 ≈ 5 m
m) on a superom
mniphobic surfface without annd
with a ridg
ge (h* = 0.95).

Section S7.
S Coalesceence of Low
w Surface Teension and H
High Viscossity Dropletts
Coalesceence of low surface
s
tensiion droplets (e.g., n-tetraadecane withh  ≈ 2.1 mP
Pa s,  ≈ 7600 kg
m-3,lv ≈ 26.6 mN m-1, R0 ≈ 480 m) and hig
gh viscosity ddroplets (e.gg., water + 90% glyceroll(31)
with  ≈ 220 mPa s,  ≈ 1230 kg
g m–3,lv ≈ 64
4 mN m-1, R 0 ≈ 480 m)) on superom
mniphobic
dge is shown
n in fig. S6a and S6b, resspectively (aalso see Movvie S6). It iss
surfaces without a rid
evident th
hat the low surface
s
tensiion and high
h viscosity drroplets cannnot jump awaay from a
superomn
niphobic surrface withou
ut a ridge.

Fig. S6. Co
oalescence of low–surface teension and hig
gh-viscosity d roplets. (a) A series of snapsshots showing the
coalescencce of n-tetradeccane droplets on a superomnip
phobic surfacee without a ridgge. (b) A seriess of snapshots
showing th
he coalescence of water + 90%
% glycerol droplets on a supeeromniphobic ssurface withouut a ridge. Notee the
droplets caannot jump awaay from the surrfaces. Also seee Movie S6.

Section S8. Relationship between  and Wej
When a coalesced droplet departs from a super-repellent surface at t = td (i.e., at t *  td* ), the
energy conversion efficiency is defined as

*
  Ekin,up (td ) Esurf ,ex (0)  Ekin,up
(td* )

(S5)

4
Here, Ekin,up (td )  mcV j2 2 is the upward kinetic energy, mc    Rc3 is the mass of the
3

coalesced droplet, Vj is the jumping velocity of the coalesced droplet (Vj = Vup(td)), and
Esurf ,ex (0)  Esurf (0)  Esurf ,c is the total available excess surface energy, where

Esurf (0)   lv 8 R02 is the surface energy of droplets at the onset of coalescence and
Esurf ,c   lv 4 Rc2 is the surface energy of the coalesced droplet that has eventually attained the
radius Rc. Recognizing that Rc  21/3 R0 , equation S5 can be rewritten in terms of the Weber
number Wej at t = td as
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Section S9. Hierarchical Structure for Coalescence-induced Jumping of Droplets at
Different Length Scales
Our results indicate that super-repellent surfaces designed with macrotextures (e.g., triangular
ridges with height comparable to the droplet radius) can enhance the energy conversion
efficiency in coalescence-induced jumping of droplets. This can have significant implications for
a wide variety of applications including self-cleaning, anti-icing, energy harvesting, hot spot
cooling, lab-on-chip devices and condensation, especially with high viscosity and/or low surface
tension droplets.
If the enhanced energy conversion efficiency is to be obtained throughout the super-repellent
surface, it requires a periodic arrangement of triangular ridges (e.g., discrete tetrahedrons or
continuous ridges) with height comparable to the droplet radius. In some applications (e.g.,
condensation), there can be a wide droplet size distribution, spreading over multiple length
scales. If the enhanced energy conversion efficiency is to be obtained in such cases, it requires a
super-repellent surface that is hierarchically structured with ridges at multiple length scales so
that the finer ridges can enhance the energy conversion efficiency for the smaller droplets and
the coarser ridges can enhance the energy conversion efficiency for the larger droplets (see fig.
S7a). On such surfaces, at each ridge of each length scale, we anticipate heterogeneous
nucleation to predominantly occur along the edges of the base of the ridge due to lower free
energy barrier (34, 35), followed by droplet growth and coalescence-induced jumping with
enhanced energy conversion efficiency (Fig. S7b). Further, for each application, the geometry,
size and pitch of the ridges at each length scale must be optimized within the parametric space
allowed by the fabrication techniques and the geometric limitations for coalescence – ridge angle

 < max (see supplementary text section S10) and the ridge height hr ≤ D (half the inter-feature
spacing).

Fig. S7. Scchematic of a superrepellen
nt surface with
h periodic arraangement of ttriangular ridgges. (a) Super-repellent su
urfaces with hiierarchically sttructured ridges at two lengthh scales. The finner ridges enhaance the energyy
conversion
n efficiency forr the smaller drroplets and the coarser ridgess enhance the eenergy conversion efficiency for
the larger droplets.
d
(b) Heterogeneous nucleation
n
(alo
ong the edges oof the base of thhe ridge) and ddroplet growth,,
followed by
b coalescence--induced jumpiing on the supeer-repellent riddge.

Section S10.
S Influen
nce of the Ridge Angle
Prior to investigating
i
g the influencce of the ridg
ge angle  oon the energyy conversionn efficiency , it
is importtant to recognize that theere is a geom
metric limitattion on the riidge angle  for coalesccence
to occur. For a ridge height hr an
nd droplet rad
dius R0 (i.e., non-dimenssional ridge height,

h*  hr R0 ), there iss a maximum
m ridge anglee max beyonnd which coaalescence caannot occur
because the
t ridge phy
ysically obsttructs the dro
oplets from ccontacting eeach other.

Fig. S8. Scchematic of tw
wo coalescing droplets
d
and a ridge with m
maximum ridgge angle.

In order to
t determinee max, consider a 2D vieew of the xz pplane (fig. S
S8; y-axis is into and outt of
the planee of the figurre) with two identical dro
oplets of raddius R0 contaacting each oother, just prrior
to coalescing symmeetrically relattive to the yzz plane. Now
w, consider a triangular rridge (ABC iin
fig. S8) of
o height OA
A = hr, locateed symmetriccally relativee to the yz pllane, betweeen the two
coalescin
ng droplets, with
w the max
ximum possiible ridge anngle BAC = max. When tthe ridge anggle 
> max, th
he ridge phy
ysically obstrructs the droplets from ccontacting eaach other, theereby prevennting
coalescen
nce. When  = max, eacch ridge arm (AB and AC
C) contacts eeach droplet tangentially (at
D and E)). Say, the orrigin is at O, then the rid
dge peak A iss (0, hr). Let the tangentiial contact pooint
E be (xE, yE). The slo
ope m of the tangent AEC
C to the circlle (representting the rightt droplet), iss
given as

m

x E  R0
z E  R0

(S7)

The slope m of the line AE in terms of the ridge height hr, is given as

m

hr  z E
xE

(S8)

Combining equations S7 and S8 and recognizing that E(xE, yE) must satisfy the equation of the
circle (representing the right droplet), (x  R0 )2  (z  R0 )2  R02 , we obtain

xE 

2R0 (R0  hr )2
R02  (R0  hr )2

& zE 

R0hr2
R02  (R0  hr )2

(S9)
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Now, recognizing that tan  max  
, and using equation S9, we obtain
 2  hr  z E

 2(1 h* ) 
 max  2 tan 

* 2
1 (1 h ) 
1 

(S10)

It is evident from equation S10 that as h*  0 (i.e., when the ridge height is negligible compared
to the droplet radius), max  ; and as h*  1 (i.e., when the ridge height approaches the
droplet radius), max  0. As may be anticipated, physically, it implies that as the ridge height

increasess, the ridge should be shaarper (i.e., th
he maximum
m ridge anglee is smaller) to prevent
physical obstruction and allow co
oalescence, i.e.,
i as h* inccreases, maxx decreases ((see fig. S9)..


Fig. S9. Scchematic depicting the influ
uence of nondiimensional rid
dge height h* on the maxim
mum ridge anggle
αmax.

In order to
t determinee if the ridgee angle  infl
fluences the eenergy convversion efficiiency 
significan
ntly, we con
nducted numerical simulaations at a loow ridge anggle ( ≈ 10°)) and a high ridge
angle (  max) forr non-dimenssional ridge heights h* = 0.1, 0.5, 0.99. Our resultts (see Tablee S2)
indicate that
t  increaases with inccreasing  (eespecially evvident at low
wer h*). This is because, aas 
increasess, the ridge in
ntervenes in the coalesceence processs earlier and leads to effe
fective redireection
of in-plan
ne velocity vectors
v
to ou
ut-of-plane. From
F
a funddamental stanndpoint, a m
more detailedd
study is necessary
n
to thoroughly understand the
t influencee of the ridgge angle  onn the detailedd
droplet dynamics.
d
From an applieed standpoin
nt, the increaase in energyy conversionn efficiency 
due to increase in rid
dge angle  is
i limited to lower non-ddimensional ridge heightts h* (with loower
onversion effficiency ); and it is nott as significaant as the inccrease in eneergy converssion
energy co
efficiency
y  due to in
ncrease in no
on-dimensional ridge he ight h*.

Table S2. Influence of the ridge angle α on the energy conversion efficiency η in coalescence-induced jumping
of droplets with radius R0 = 600 m at different nondimensional ridge heights h*.
h*

 [°]

[%]

0.1

10

4.9

0.1

160

8.0

0.5

10

11.8

0.5

100

13.5

0.9

10

18.8

0.9

20

18.9

Movie Legends
Movie S1. This video illustrates (experimentally and numerically) the coalescence-induced
self-propulsion of two droplets of water (R0 ≈ 600 m) on a superomniphobic surface
without a ridge. The fiber visible in the movie is the maneuvering probe.
Movie S2. This video illustrates (experimentally and numerically) the coalescence-induced
self-propulsion of two droplets of water (R0 ≈ 600 m) on a superomniphobic surface with a
ridge (ridge height hr ≈ 500 m). The fiber visible in the movie is the maneuvering probe.
Movie S3. This video illustrates the evolution of the velocity vectors within two droplets of
water (R0 ≈ 600 m) during their coalescence on a superomniphobic surface with and
without a ridge. Colors of the velocity vectors represent the velocity magnitude and the legends
represent the range of velocity magnitude shown with different colors. Further, evolution of the
non-dimensional excess surface energy E*surf,ex and also the non-dimensional upward kinetic
energy E*kin,up of the droplets during the coalescence on a superomniphobic surface with and
without a ridge is shown.
Movie S4. This video illustrates (experimentally and numerically) the coalescence-induced
self-propulsion of two droplets (R0 ≈ 480 m) of a low–surface tension liquid (n-tetradecane
with γlv ≈ 26.6 mN m-1) on a superomniphobic surface with a ridge. The fiber visible in the
movie is the maneuvering probe.
Movie S5. This video illustrates (experimentally and numerically) the coalescence-induced
self-propulsion of two droplets (R0 ≈ 480 m) of a high-viscosity liquid (water + 90%
glycerol with  ≈ 220 mPa•s) on a superomniphobic surface with a ridge. The fiber visible in
the movie is the maneuvering probe.
Movie S6. This video illustrates the coalescence of two low–surface tension droplets (ntetradecane with γlv ≈ 26.6 mN m-1 and R0 ≈ 480 m) and two high-viscosity droplets (water
+ 90% glycerol with  ≈ 220 mPa•s and R0 ≈ 480 m) on a superomniphobic surface

without a ridge. The coalesced droplet cannot jump away from the superomniphobic surface
without a ridge. The fiber visible in the movie is the maneuvering probe.

